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Abstract

In this paper, we present an effort to generate a joint Urdu, Roman Urdu and English trilingual
lexicon using automated methods. We make a case for using statistical machine translation
approaches and parallel corpora for dictionary creation. To this purpose, we use word alignment
tools on the corpus and evaluate translations using human evaluators. Despite different writing
script and considerable noise in the corpus our results show promise with over 85% accuracy of
Roman Urdu–Urdu and 45% English–Urdu pairs.

1 Introduction

Bilingual lexicons serve an integral role in cross lingual information retrieval and bringing NLP to low
resourced languages. The process of dictionary generation has greatly benefited from improvements in
statistical translation methods. However, for low resourced languages the large parallel and monolingual
corpora necessary to learn these dictionaries are hard to come by and remain a critical hurdle (Lam et al.,
2015). In this paper, we have developed such a resource for Urdu, English and Roman Urdu (Urdu written
in Latin script) language pairs. Urdu is an Indo-Aryan language with an extended Persio-Arabic script. It
is the national language of Pakistan (Rasul, 2013), while English has been established as the medium used
in educational and official settings in the country (Rafi, 2013; Muhammad Asghar and Mahmood, 2013).
Roman Urdu despite not being an official script, plays an important role in communication and is widely
popular on social media platforms (Bilal et al., 2017). Unlike the standard script, the romanized version
lacks uniform orthography and contains discrepancies in particular for vowel sounds (Tafseer, 2009).
Despite recent interest in understanding the behavior and characteristics of Roman Urdu (Baseer et al.,
2016; Irvine et al., 2012), there is a lack of infrastructure for exploring its relationship to English and Urdu.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge no parallel lexicons exist for these languages. To address this
limitation, the primary focus of this study was to employ automatic approaches for building a trilingual
dictionary to capture lexical relationships between the three languages. The dictionary is available at
https://github.com/MoizRauf/Urdu--Roman-Urdu--English--Dictionary.

2 Dictionary Extraction

Brown et al. (1990); Gale and Church (1991); Melamed (1998); Otero (2007) showed that by using
statistical alignment methods, accurate translation pairs can be captured from parallel datasets without
the need for additional bilingual lexicons. To offset the lack of parallel resources for language pairs,
(Tanaka and Umemura, 1994; Varga et al., 2009; Tsunakawa et al., 2013) showed the potential of using
an intermediate pivot language dictionary for looking up words and creating parallel lexicons. Our
experiments to build this joint lexicon employed both parallel and pivot based approaches. Table 1s
provide details on individual datasets for the two language pair (En–Ur and Ur–Rom).

Ur–Rom. To capture the colloquial nature of Roman Urdu and its relation to Urdu, we used the annotated
SMS text parallel corpus developed by Irvine et al. (2012). The dataset contains 4,195 SMS messages that
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Corpus Language Pair Source SentPairs Aligned Word Pairs

Jawaid and Zeman (2011) En–Ur Web 7957 10223
Post et al. (2012) En–Ur Wikipedia 33798 27025
Irvine et al. (2012) Ur–Rom SMS 4195 8321
Trilingual Lexicon Rom–Ur–En NA NA 5916

Table 1: Statistics of parallel corpora and resulting lexicon.

Language Pair Correct (5) Somewhat Correct (4) Undecided (3) Somewhat Incorrect (2) Wrong (1)

En–Ur 42% 7% 4% 4% 43%
Ur–Rom 84% 4% 4% 3% 5%

Table 2: Overall distribution of sample translations on 5-point quality scale.

were normalized and converted to Urdu by MTurk annotators.
To generate transliteration pairs between the original and romanized language, we used a sub-string
transducer (Sherif and Kondrak, 2007). Almost all alignment pairs were one-to-one and monotonic. This
statistical transliteration system enabled us to capture loan/foreign words and named entities present in
the text. We also reduced spelling inconsistencies by grouping all similar roman variations through a
lemmatizer (Sharf and Rahman, 2017). We then only considered the lemma with the highest frequency as
base representation and replaced all occurrences of the words in that group by the canonical representation.
Such a normalization phase was shown to reduce noise and improve performance of various classification
tasks by (Sohail et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2018). Finally, each unique pair was automatically assigned a
confidence score based on transliteration rules listed in Tafseer (2009).

En–Ur. In order to obtain word pairs for En–Ur we used various pre-existing parallel corpora (Jawaid
and Zeman, 2011; Post et al., 2012). Both datasets vary in domain, genre and size. We used the GIZA++
(Och and Ney, 2003) alignment system to extract 10223 and 27025 En–Ur translation pairs from both
datasets respectively. Additionally, we manually curated 500 seed pairs to bootstrap an iterative self-
learning system VecMap (Artetxe et al., 2017), that exploits structural similarities of embedding spaces.
The method mapped Urdu and English embeddings (Grave et al., 2018) and induced translations using
Cross-domain Similarity Local Scaling (CSLS) (Conneau et al., 2018).

Trilingual (Rom–Ur–En). To create a unified lexicon, we used Urdu as the pivot language. We
extracted English translations for every Ur–Rom pair from VecMap and aligned En–Ur sentences. We
finally considered the candidate with higher cosine similarity. The resulting triplets also included borrowed
words and named entities.

3 Evaluation & Results

To evaluate the validity of our dictionary, we employed a manual evaluation approach similar to that of
(Sjöbergh, 2005; Charitakis, 2007). Three native Urdu speakers fluent in English evaluated 1000 randomly
selected parallel pairs. The evaluation was carried out using a five-point Likert scale for correctness.

Analysis of Correctness Ratings We measured agreement between our annotators by computing
average pairwise Spearman’s correlation. We obtained agreements of 0.66 (En–Ur) and 0.75 (Ur–Rom),
which are statistically significant and comparable to those observed by Zhao et al. (2003); Lew and
Szarowska (2017). We report the union of annotator’s judgment for En–Ur pairs and Ur–Rom pairs,
respectively (cf. Table 2). Our translations follow a bi-modal distribution, with almost all judgments either
Correct (5) or Wrong (1). The results show that our evaluators judged 88% of our Ur–Rom transliteration
pairs as correct or nearly so, while En–Ur pairs were considered correct or nearly so for 49% of the cases.

4 Error Analysis

Based of our empirical evaluation, we can conclude that our method was able to identify a substantial
number of Ur–Rom pairs, while our En–Ur translations were considerably more incorrect. To better



Word Class Count Example
Noun 78 ملکہ (queen) – majesty, (pivot)مدار – earth’s
Verb 28 To)کرنا do) – choosing, to)نکلتے leave) – absorb
Loan terms 32 موٹر (motor) – ramp, (king)کنگ – burger
Named Entities 23 میمن (memon) – mujeeb, (Chaghi)چاغی – Paktika
Incomplete Urdu Lemma 23 ستان (-stan) – vetitum, (mo)مو – choreography
Adj & Adv 16 فرشتوں (angels) – earthly, (stumble)ٹھوکر – stuporous
Total 200

Table 3: Distribution of error classes between Urdu source and their English translations
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Table 3: Distribution of error types for wrong En–Ur translations

understand the behavior of our translation candidates, we manually performed an error analysis.
An initial inspection revealed that the informal nature of Roman Urdu terms was the cause for most

low scoring Ur–Rom transliterations. Case such as (saadgimeri → saadgi, meri) presented ambiguous
compound terms, while (chaghi1islamabd → chaghi, islamabd) was an example of segmentation issue
which were partially captured by our system.

To better understand the true and false positives in our En–Ur translations, we sampled 200 instances
marked incorrect by our annotators. We grouped the terms based on part-of-speech (POS) tags of the
English terms (cf. Table 3). We observed that Noun was the predominant incorrect class, followed by
instances where the Urdu lemmas were incomplete. While, in 16% of translations Urdu terms were
loaned/borrowed English words (e.g. motor → ramp, lady → liberty, watt → kw etc). Furthermore, our
approach has similar behavior as that of Artetxe et al. (2017) for named entities, the model selected related
location based translations (e.g. Chaghi → Paktika, Qasur → Peshawar) for source terms.
Majority of all proposed translations have had some semantic relatedness with the source term (e.g. labor
→ capitalist, king → burger). We further assessed the prevalent semantic relationships of our sampled
error translations. Similar to Peirsman and Padó (2008), we classified our translation pairs into semantic
categories (cf. Table 4). In the majority of cases (65%), there is still some relationship in the translation
pair, such as antonymy (e.g. un-aware → knowledgeable, change → unchanged), co-hyponymy (e.g. rice
→ vegetables, red → yellow), or least unspecific, often syntagmatic, relatedness (e.g. pain → through,
reward → reaping). However, a substantial portion of pairs (35%) remained for which we could not find a
reasonable association.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we present a joint Urdu, Roman Urdu and English lexicon building approach. Our results
and error analysis have revealed that our method encapsulates significant information to capture bilingual
semantic relationships and that it is a concrete bootstrapping lexicon which can be built upon and has
utility in various linguistic tasks. In the future, we would like to employ alternative strategies that could
complement our En–Ur translations and add additional information to enrich our dataset. Additionally,
we would like to explore this lexicon in more practical settings.

Relation Count Example Meta-Relation
antonym 6 (change)تبدیل – unchanged taxonomic similarity

near-synonym 9 ارضی (terrestrial) – geomorphic
co-hyponym 10 پاؤں (foot) – shoulder

related 103 مخالفت (opposition) – vehemently relatedness
unrelated 72 اکیلی (alone) – shown error

Total 200

Table 4: Distribution of semantic relation between error translations
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Table 4: Distribution of semantic classes for wrong En–Ur translations
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